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Preface

The purpose of this Environmental Assessment is to provide

the basis for evaluation of the environmental impact on the project

area due to the routine operation and maintenance of this flood

control reservoir. East Brimf'ieldA Lake has been operated whenever

necessary since it was constructed to prevent or reduce downstream

flooding. Maintenance and management of the project, including the

recreation facilities, during non-flood periods is also of primary

importance. Enhancement of the fish and wildlife resources as well

as protection of the environment within and around the reservoir area
has bee:n given careful consideration.
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I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A. INTRODUCTION

1. Location and Authorization

The East Brimfield Dam and Reservoir are located on the

Quinebaug River in the towns of Brimfield, Holland and Stur-

bridge in Hampden and Worcester Counties, Massachusetts.

Authorization for the project comes from the Flood Control

Act dated 18 August 1941 (Public Law 228, 77th Congress).

Construction was begun in 1958 and completed in June 1960,

at an estimated cost of $7,020,000. The project is operated

and maintained by the New England Division, Corps of Engineers.

2. Purposes

The dam is one of the six designated in the comprehensive

plan of flood protection for the Thames River basin, effecting

reductions in flood damages primarily at Sturbridge and South-

bridge, Massachusetts, while helping to desynchronize flood

flows at other damage centers further downstream.

Operation of the East Brimfield Dam is coordinated with

the five other dams in the Thames River basin: 1) The West-

ville Dam, located on the Quinebaug 5.5 miles downstream from

the East Brimfield Dam, controls flows from a net drainage area

of 32.0 square miles below East Brimfield Dam and ta operated in
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conjunction with the East Brimfield project for flood protection

at Sturbridge and Southbridge; 2) West Thompson Dam is located on

the Quinebaug River in the Town of Thompson, Connecticut, 23.3 miles

downstream from the East Brimfield Dam. This dam, which controls

flow from a drainage area of 74 square miles, is regulated to

reduce flood stages at damage centers from Putnam to Norwich,

Connecticut; 3) The Buffumville Dam is located on the Little

River in Charlton, Massachusetts, 1.3 miles above its junction

with the French River, and controls flows from an area of 26.5

square miles- 4) Hodges Village Dam is located in the Town of Oxford,

Hassanh-setts on the ",nch River i:l miles above its confluence with

the 'uinebaug River. it regulates the flows from a drainage area of

31.1 square miles and is operated, along with Buffumville Dam, to

reduce flood damnaes from Webster, Massachusetts to Putnam, Connecticut;

and I,) Mansfield Hollow Dam is located in Mansfield Hollow, Connecticut,

on the Natchaug River about 5.3 miles upstream from its confluence with

the Shetucket. Regulation of the flows from its drainage area of 159

square miles is designed to reduce flood discharges at the communities

from Jillimantic to Norwich, Connecticut.

B. RtITTIJRES AND PESERVOIR

I. Dam

East Ilrimfield Dam is rolled earth fill and rock embankment with a

concre*e ogee spil,an section. The spillwaY, is 75 feet long, with crest

ele,.ration at (',3.0 feet mean sea level (msl). Clearance for the



spillway is effected by a vertical cut into the schistose rock of

the hillside at the southeast cnd of the embankment. The rolled

earth fill embankment section is 520 feet in length with a maximum

height of 55 feet. Elevation at the top of the dam is 672.2 feet

msl.

The outlet works, located on the right bank, include a 1o'-6"

horseshoe-shaped conduit approxirrately 210 feet long, a s3rvice

bridge, and an intake with stoplog facilities for maintenance and

emergency use in lieu of emergency gates. Two 6'-3" x li'-O"

sluice gates, electrically operated, with invert at elevation 619.0

feet msl, control the flow through the dam. The discharge capacity

of the outlet works at spillway crest is 2,850 cubic feet per second

(cfs).

2. Reservoir

East ;rimfield Reservoir at spillway elevation 653.0 contains a

gross storage of 32,200 acre-feet, equivalent to 8.9 inches of runoff

from a drainage area of 67.5 square miles. The reservoir at spillway

crest extends about 5.5 miles upstream and has a surface area of

2,270 acres.
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A conservation ard recreation pool with a surfa:e area of

360 acres at elevation 632.0 feet (13-foot stage) is maintainel

by a concrete box weir around the intake structure. The 90-foot

long weir contains P stoplog sections and two 24-inch square igates

for release of conservation pool storage. At elevation 632.0,

the pool has a storage capacity of 2,320, acre feet, equivalent

to 0.641 inch of runoff.

. Real Estate

The East Primfield Flood Control Project covers 2,13,3 acres

of 7overnment fee-owned property, including land necessary for

permanent structures, borrow areas, and the lands below the

Y-*.-ear frequencY line (elevation 61h feet msl). The Corps of

Engineers also holds 649 acres in flowage easement between

ele ations 645 and 656 feet msl, three feet above the spillway

crest.

The Reservoir Control Center coordinates Reservoir regulation

acti,,ities at East Brimfield Dam with W.stville Dam and West

"hompson Dam for rreater flood control efficiency in the 7han .s

e ~r I-asin.
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1. Flood Periods

a. Minor floods

-No regulation of the gates i, required for minor floods

where downstream safe channel capacI ties are not expected or

exceede,.. These safe -apacities are approximately 1,000 cfs

bwelow Fast Tlrimfield Dam and 1,500 cfs at *;outhbridFe

,coordir-ated with Westville Dam).

,. a.,or Floods

:erii.ation duringf major floods is diAded into three phases:

(1) Phase I - Appraisal of the Flood

The two flood gates at. rast Primfield 'am are no_-mll-:

set at pvtrtially open (2'-2') positions in order to restrict flows

in -he e'ent of an unexpected flood. Further restriction is based

on storm" rainfall (either forecasted or observed), antecedent

conditions, ri-er stages and rates of rise at '.estvlle lake and

at ;o-jth-bride, Massachusetts.

(at) V~ert

:n preparat-.on for possit-le flood control measures, the

Corps of .:ngineers' Reservoir Pe.ruLation section (RRSN' in "W'altham,

'4assanhusett:, is aler4,ed whenever 1.0 inch of precipitation falls

in the , iinehe if- ,"asin in a 24-hoir neriod: whene'er the stare at,

.ast r'rim'ield ',am rises I foot (to (3.. feet msi) or when the

stakye a ;est ii rises to 1).9 feel. Pfurther reports are .ased

on instructiois from RCC nersonnel.



? Phase TT - Regulation

leulation of flood flows becomes necessary when

downstream river stages are expected to cause f'loodir, problems.

(3) Phase IIT - Emgtying the Reservoir

At'ter t.he storm has abated and the uncontr,1led djrwns.t r-%

runorlf Ivis receded, the "ast "ri-,"iel d, ',qest :'1 - ! '  - . ..

reser.,,irs are emptie'! as rapi 1- as -ossible whi l ens

sate -'hannel eara:.tI':; are no' ex-eedei.

S-ow t".(w Periods

At the time of the dam's crnstruction, a con:.-ct I,,r "c' w

reglat.ion was negotiated between the United 3tat es 'oernme.n' an.i -'he

American (Vtical Company in Southbridge, Mass. which ases rm v,-%Ier f'or

electr a ', condenser cooling purooses. Approximateiy 1,. 0!,-re-Peet

of storage in the East Rrimfiell Reservoir between stares )an fee,

are made available for use by the company'. -ow !",,w reases I'frnM

East rir-.nfield will be made onl., at. the request o the 'kmer."arn

)ptical -omoan,. and are subject to the followine, ',nniit.>s:

a) Water for this nirpose will be remeas,' ,,i) "
duJring the per- ,d 30 june through 31 recemrcr:

R 1 Reservoir level shall not, be drawn bello sr+T ,
12 ,eleation i1.0 feet. msl) before I A'ivus' )r
below sta-ge , 1beff:re hor 9ay;

"1 Rese-oir level shall !,,t be lowered r'-re , 'an
six 1,'hes in any one week;
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J~ -7o regulation~ will tbe ner"nitfe( whic-h, 1r: tnre
opinion of the overnment, infrinres uriun flown-
stream water riphts or riht contribhute to
downstream flocidinr-. ani

.) ariation in the repgulation proce-1ires will Ibe
permitted onl,,j as approved by the '7overnment.

Tow flow releases will. 'he matic by use of the weir p:atez

a', Past. Primfield Dam. No rp:-ilation is flecessar- at estvilleI
)am. Adber. a r~aquest for low flow release is receiu T-hc

-as -r n'ield "roject manager will '2nIt n eser-nir -'ncflr

'ente- **or inc~riuctions.

; viditior., the project mnaoer at. p:ast 'rimrfieli) :.)ar w ..

reLease suifficient "'low to sustain fish life a. !ill. t i.s, )r

approximaitely 10 cfs.

ec reat ion

'Tnr ,ilv 1., L-*'-4, a long! *ermr (?--v-ear) licenne wa,, rranteJ!

tn tiie ':Assachusetts I)enar..ment (if' 'atiral Pes ,"rces for! the

iienet of atbout 2,000 Racres )Cf 1and and wate -nt trie a.

~riI'il'1lake. '"he -arious agencies -inder t'he e'artrnent nt'

af±tjral 'esoorc, are responsit 2Ie Ifor -nana,,ement. of '.he -- ny

7,.roject. resources. De-,,eloned pW ic recreati;onql arpar, ire

~rw-naged r:the 'i vision of Forests and Ti rks. 'opulI&r art i ti e.

in '.he nroj~ect area are swimming, boating, pi ni kirTIF, hunt i r am

i ra.'



2. Fish and Wildlife

The entire project area, including Holland Pond and Lost

Lake, is open to the public for fishing, subject to Massachusetts

fishing laws and licensing. Typical warm water species such

as sunfish, bullheads, pickerel and bass inhabit the conserva-

tion pool and ponds. The Division of Fisheries and Game is

experimenting with a northern pike stocking program in the

conservation pool.

The Division also stocks pheasants in the area west of

the Quineoaug River and Conservation Pool, where huntinr in

season Is permitted.

3. Forestry

There is no formal management of the forestry resource in

the reservoir area. Some tree planting in the viciniti of the

lam has been undertaken by the Project Manager, and clearing,

thinning or planting is done as required in the developed

recreational areas.

II. ENVTRONMENTAL S3T-PrNr

A. DECR TPTION OF r.ENERAL A REA

8
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1. Climate and Precipitation

The Thames River Basin, within which the Quinebaug River

and East Brimfield Lake are located, has a variable climate

characterized by frequent but short periods of heavy precipi-

tation. The basin lies in the path of the "prevailing westerlies"

and of cyclonic disturbances that cross the country from west to

east or southwest to northeast. It is also exposed tc occasional

coastal storms that travel up the Atlantic coast. Some storms are

of tropical origin and occasionally are of hurricane intensity,

heavily laden with moisture from the ocean.

Average annual temperature of the basin is about 48 0F.,

o 0
varying from 50 F. near the coast to 4f6 F. in the northern

areas. Average monthly temperatures range from highs of

68-720 F. in July and August to 25-300F. in January and Febru-

ary. Occasional extremes in temperature reach the upper

90's with lows of minus 100F. or lower.

The average annual precipitation over the Thames River

Basin is about 44 inches, and in the vicinity of East Brim-

field Dam and upland areas, about 48 inches. The precipita-

tion is quite uniformly distributed throughout the year.

9



Annual snowfall in the Thames Basin varies from about

30 inches in the southern portion to more than 50 inches at

the higher elevations in Massachusetts. For 19 years of

record at Southbridge, the mean annual snowfall has been

55.5 inches.

For the basin as a whole, the average annual runoff is

about 2?.5 inches (1.64 cfs per square mile) or just over 50%

of the precipitation.

2. Topography

The general terrain around the project is hilly with ranges

tending to run in a north-south direction. In contrast, much of

the reservoir area is low-lying swamp land which would be flooded

at ful pool elevation. There are numerous lakes, ponds and marshes

in the Towns of Sturbridge, Brimfield and Holland, situated in valleys

formed by rounded hills rising to elevation 1,000 feet msl and higher.

3. Vegetative Cover Types

A major portion of the land in the Towns of Brimfield, Holland and

Sturbridge is forested. The rolling terrain in the vicinity of the dam

has limited the locations of agricultural development to the valley

bottoms and gentler sloping hillsides.

10



4. Fish and Wildlife Species Present

East Brimfield Reservoir contains a number of species of

warm water fish sought by anglers, including chain pickerel,

large-mouth bass, bluegills, pumpkinseeds, yellow perch and

brown bullheads as well as brindled shiners, common shiners

and other forage species.

The principal game species present on the reservoir lands

are cottontail rabbits, ruffed grouse, woodcock, gray squirrels,

black ducks, wood ducks, whitetail deer, and a few varying

hares and some woodchucks. Muskrats, minks and otters are

also found in varying numbers at the project. Other species

include red foxes, raccoons, and a host of song birds, squirrels

and chipmunks.

5. Geological Features

The soils of the swampy portions of the reservoir are classi-

fied as peat and muck, originating from accumulated decaying

organic matter in what apparently was an ancient lake bed. The

high water table in these pre-existing swamps has deterred use

of the rich lands for agriculture. However, the land under-

lying the Conservation Pool was originally a high-yield agri-

cultural area, rich in nutrients. Soils on the slopes are of

the Gloucester series, coarse in texture having developed mainly

from weathering of crystalline schists and gneisses and accumu-

lated by glacial action. The upland soils are mostly gravel and

hardpan covered with a layer of humus, and thus would be resistant

to any erosion caused by increased recreational activity in this area.
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6. Socio-Economic Conditions

a. Population

The Towns of Sturbridge, Brimfield and Holland ex-

perienced significant population growth between 1960 and 1970.

User surveys conducted by the New England Division, Corps

of Engineers have shown that 60 percent of the average 250,000

visitors to the East Brimfield project live within 25 miles of

the reservoir. Many residents of the surrounding towns have

thus made use of the recreational facilities. The project

has also helped to alleviate the shortage of water-based

recreational opportunities within driving distance of the

3pringfield metropolitan area.

The Town of Holland has no important manufacturing or

other industrial base and is primarily a residential area in

an attractivE rural setting. Major industries in the Town

of Brimfield are a dairy products firm and a commercial

printing firm. Agriculture is limited to a number of smaller

farms in the area, with dairying and poultry raising the most

important activities.

There are a number of factories, commercial buildings and

residences situated on the flood plain of the Quinebaug River

in Southbridge, Massachusetts and in other downstream com-

munities. With Westville Dam only a short distance upstream

from Southbridge and East Brimfield Dam a few miles further

12



away, the city is well protected from floods of intermediate

magnitude. However, this assurance should not be used as a

substitute for appropriate zoning or other regulation of

development on the ecologically valuable flood plain (see

Section V. C.)

The East Brimfield Lake area is readily accessible to a

large population by a number of excellent roads which serve

the region. The Massachusetts Turnpike (Interstate 90) and

U. S. Route 20 pass just north of the project.

b. Water Uses

Above East Brimfield Dam, the most important water

use is for recreation, especially boating, water skiing and

fishing in the conservation pool. Fishing is also an important

use of the Quinebaug River and adjacent ponds, and swimming is

a frequent activity at Holland Pond and the conservation pool.

Downstream of the dam, industrial water supply con-

stitutes the major use of the Quinebaug River. Harrington

Cutlery Company, American Optical Company and West Dudley

Paper Company are all located above the confluence of the

Quinebaug and French Rivers and utilize the river flow for

various manufacturing processes.

13



ITT. ENV'RONMENTAL IMPACT OF TE OPERATION, MIINTErINCE AN)

Ma1NGEMENT PROGRAM

A. OPERATION FOR AUTHORIZED PURPOSES

1. Downstream Effects - Regulation of Flows and Releases

a. Flooding Prevented

Since its completion in 1960, the East Brimfield pro-

ject has been in operation about six times for significant

flood regulation and has prevented downstream damages of more

than $2.2 million, primarily in Sturbridge and Southbridge,

Massachusetts.

Owing to the concentration of population and industry

along the Quinebeug River and tributaries, agriculture has

been generally limited to the upland areas. Furthermore,

much of the land originally cleared for farming has been

allowed to revert to forest growth. Therefore flood mitiga-

tion benefits for agricultural land are relatively unimportant

when compared with the protection offered to urban land uses

by the project.

14



As is the case in many other areas, there has been no

meaningfl attempt at flood plain zoning by towns and cities

along the Quinebaug River. In fact, the operation of both

East Brimfield and Westville Dams for flood control has

induced some further growth in flood-prone areas. For example,

a shopping center was built several years ago in the flood

plain of the Quinebaug in the Southbridge area. No con-

sultation was held with officials responsible for the flood

control projects to assess the probability and frequency of

flooding at the construction site. Because the dams afford

substantial protection downstream, and preserve valuable

industries and business from damaging inundation, they have

unfortunately provided security to buildings on the flood

plain, when, for both ecological and safety reasons, this zone

ought to be protected from further development.

b. Fish and Wildlife

The flow regulation and release procedures at East

Brimfield Dam do not significantly alter the downstream capa-

bility for supporting fish life. Runoff from tue upper

Quinebaug River basin is relatively slow due to the gently

rolling topography and the absence of very steep stream

gradients. The retarding of spring freshet flows or summer

storm runoff by the reservoir is followed by regulated discharges

-.



which are normally in the range of 500 to 1,000 cubic feet per

second, depending on the volume of water stored. Although such

regulated flood flows are consistently less than would occur

naturally, the policy of evacuating the reservoir and recovering

the flood storage capacity as rapidly as possible ensures that

the flushing action of higher flows is not lost completely. At

the same time, excessive accumulation and transport of eroded soil,

silt, vegetative litter and other debris harmful to the downstream

fish populations are somewhat avoided when suspended matter settles

out in the reservoir. In late summer and autumn, low flow regulation

for American Optical Company at Southbridge serves the second

function of providing slightly higher flows in the Quinebaug River

below East Brimfield Dam. The aquatic life existing in this reach

also benefits from the augmented flows from East Brimfield Reservoir

in the critical late summer and early fall months. This too may

somewhat benefit the Division of Fisheries and Game's trout stocking

program in the Quinebaug River below the dam, as low flow regulation

effectively lengthens the good trout fishing period well into the summer

and fall months. Fishing pressure there, however, is only light to

moderate.

16.



c. Vegetative Cover and Timber

Flood control operations at East Brimfield Dam have

caused fewer instances and lesser degrees of flood plain inunda-

tion downstream cf the dam, since care is taken to limit

reservoir discharges to the safe channel capacities or less.

However, the streamside vegetation, especially larger trees,

have been influenced very little by the mitigation of flood flows.

On the other hand, because the river now overflows its banks only

rarely, smaller herbaceous plants normally associated with the

stagnant pools left by floods have been advernely affected.

The major values of the timber resource are for aesthetics

and erosion control. With the reduced scouring force of

controlled flood flows, bank erosion and undermining of

streamside tree root systems are also decreased.

d. Water Quality

The Quinebaug River is classified as a "B" stream

from its sources to the western boundary of the town of

Southbridge. The Massachusetts Division of Water Pollution

Control (DWPC) describes Class B waters as: "Suitable for

bathing and recreational purposes including water contact

sports. Acceptable for public water supply with appropriate

treatment. Suitable for agricultural, and certain industrial

cooling and process uses; excellent fish and wildlife habitat;

excellent aesthetic value."

17



In July and August of 165 and August of 107P, the

DWPC conducted detailed water quality surveys of the Quinebaug

River. Data from the sampling station near Old Sturbridge

Village indicated for both summers that the stream met Class B

standards.

During the spring, summer and fall, personnel of the

Water Quality Laboratory of the New England Division, Corps of

Engineers also carry out routine water qualit.' monitoring of

East Brimfield Reservoir discharges and inflow, as well as of

the impoundment itself. Trace metals, notably iron, magnesium,

manganese, zinc and mercury were detected in the reservoir discharges

in minute quantities during May through August 1971 and July -

August 1972. Dissolved oxygen, (D.O.) turbidity and conductivity

measurements were consistently as good as or improved over the

corresponding inflow concentrations, while water temperature at

discharge remained about equal to that of incoming water.

The overflow weir, controlling the conservation pool

elevation, discharges water from the surface of the reservoir.

The available data provided by the Corps' Water Quality Labora-

tory suggest that little, if any, quality degradation occurs

with respect to the discharge water, and that in many instances,

conditions moderately improve.

i8'
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c. Recreational Use and Aesthetics

No major recreational facilities downstream are af-

fected by East Brimfield Reservoir operation. A 23-acre

recreational pool is maintained at Westville Dam, but its use

is limited to non-flood periods, when elevations are normal.

During periods of high runoff and flood storage, the

log boom and trash racks catch floating and submerged branches,

brush, and other refuse to protect the flood control gates and

outlet works. Such material is thereby prevented from affecting

flood control operations and to possibly clog the stream channel.

After recession of flood waters in the spring, one or two weeks

are often spent manually removing the accumulated trash.

However, such dead trees, branches, leaves and other

organic detritus are a natural Dart of the forest, and have

both aesthetic and ecological values in the total reservoir

environment. The material decomposes and adds to the humus

layer of the forest floor to provide a substrate for worms,

grubs, fungus, insect larvae and other small plants and animals.

Therefore, its removal from the reservoir my adversely affect

the intricate balances among many forest biota, both upstream

and downstream, by preventing its deposition in the downstream

flood plain and flood prone forested areas.

19
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. Upstream Effects in Reservoir

During March of 14')A, the reservoir was filled to 35 percent

of its flood control storage capacity, the largest utilization

which has occurred to date. Since its completion in 190 there

has been no occasion to utilize significant amounts of storage for

flood control during the summer and autumn months; the reservoir

has been maintained at relatively constant levels during these

periods. The reservoir was drawn down to elevation 628 feet msl,

the minimum conservation pocl level, only once for low flow

regulation. This occurred after Iahor Day of 1)05 during a

significant drought period.

a. Fish and Wildlife

Prior tc the construction of East Brimfield Dam, the reach

of the Quinebaug River within the reservoir area was known locall'y

for its good brown bull head fishing. These warm water species are

still abundant in the inundated portion of the river (about 2.2 miles)

as well as in the conservation pool.

The pool is frozen over for varying lengths of time each

winter with no changes in pool elevations occurring. Opportunities

for ice fishing have therefore I ncreased because of the larger surface

area and stable water levels of the reservoir.
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other effects are felt because of the retention of

spring flood flows. Depending on the timing and duration of

flooding, there may be varying effects on the spawning cycles

and habits of the warm water fish present. Northern pike and

,yellow perch are early spawners, beginning shortly after the

ice melts in the spring. Most of the warm-water species move

into shallower areas to spawn; therefore, there is a strong

possibility almost every year that either the eggs or the

hatched fry will be stranded when flood waters recede. Blue-

gills and largemouth bass probably avoid this difficulty for

the most Dart, because they spawn near the end of May or

later, after the reservoir has usually returned to the con-

servation pool level.

Some of the marsh areas and certain lengths of the

Quinebaug River and Mill Brook provide good habitat for

black ducks and lesser numbers of wood ducks, especially

where aquatic weeds are abundant. Water level fluctuations

in the spring reduce the suitable nesting areas for ducks,

Also, rapid evacuation of the reservoir limits the potential

of the swamp areas for waterfowl propagation. These areas then

may be suitable only as temporary resting areas during migration.
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The Fast flriif'e Irjel oontains about 650 aores

of wooded upland are~is., tnl'v P. sit prtion of which has

been inundated qlnce 'o c,frol onerations began in 1960.

Most of the second-Krowth f'orest rovter is situated in. a narrow

band on the steeper slopes 'JIongp tie reservoir perimeter.

The species cormpc.Utiun is tipj-al (f southern New England

forests and woodlots, with syulti-r, ,ed! deciduous trees predom-

inating and easte rn henilock ar J wcite - ine mried throughout.

T"here is ver.y, little evidence -of tre- dama.ge due to flooding at

the East Brimfield pro,;eet..Auo~ several hundred acres

of lard have been inundatei a few times C'or periods up to 2 weeks

or more, a substantir4 port,-n c O the area submerged has been open

marsh, bottom-land brush and vconhed swamp. Red maple, a tree species

whlich is q-uite toleran~t to 3 wi it, rnge of moisture conditions, is

common in the lower-ly,,ing treas of the reservoir. The species range

from brush-size in the wettecst tcras along the streams to fair-sized

trees on the edges c-f the wetlanis. Alder, black willow, flowering

dogwooyd, viburnum a~nd other spcit.s male up the understory and brushy

c'over irn the raf'Lat botto~nlands.



Generally the environmental effects of early spring flooding

are less detrimental than would be expected during late summer when

large volumes of runoff have been impounded for extended periods.

When spring flood flows are at their highest, most of the affected

plants have not or are just beginning to leaf out, thus being more

resistant than when they are in full leaf and inundated for a long

period.

The major detrimental effect of all flood control reservoirs

is that they will tend to delay or perhaps stop Indefinitely the

successional changes in vegetation which would occur naturally.

The amount and frequency of flooding governs to a degree not only

the kinds of species present, but also the size they attain. From

the viewpoint of waterfowl and upland game interests, the resultant

maintenance of open grassy meadows and swamps mixed with brush cover

is desirable. Such habitat is ideal for ruffed grouse, woodcock and

cottontail rabbit. Thus, while the forestry resources cannot mintain

their pure state and may be prevented from attaining full growth,

nature has yet adjusted and compensated by developing good wildlife

habitats.
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Aquatic weeds nave created problems in the conservation

pool, especially along the shoreline and swimming beach areas.

Water milfoil (Myriophyllum heterophyllum) has invaded the pool

because of the rich supply of nutrients available and the slow-

moving water, Underlying the conservation pool are former

agricultural lands and soils with sbundnnt organic matter.

The character of the flooded rInd along with the high nutrient

load of reservoir inflows make excessive algae and weed growths

inevitable in such a shallow i:pound4ment. (See Section ITI.B.3.)

c. Recreational Use

Flood control operations at East Brimfield Dam have not

precluded any recreational vse of the lands or facilities as yet.

Major impoundments have all occurred in the spring, usually before

water-based recreation has begin, on a large scale. However,

accessibility to the Quinebaug 'RLer and Mill Brook has been

hampered during the opening weeks of trout fishing season and

stocking has likewise been delayed due to flooding, primarily

of the roads. At the Holland Pond swimming area, the change

houses have been partially inundated at least once, requiring

minor maintenance repairs before the surmner season. Most of the

facilities ass6ciated with the day-use areatr at Hiolland Pond and

Streeter Point and those nropose,' at Lost lake are subject to

inundation. The bulldirtgs nav, Gten designed, however, to withstand

some flooding without incurring nrt <jr structural iaage.
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d. Aesthetics

Some cleanup work around the recreational areas is

required after flood control operations. This consists

basically of removing any debris left by the receding water.

The conservation pool at elevation 632 feet msl has a tree-

covered shoreline for most of Its length since clearing at

the time of construction was only up to the maximum conserva-

tion pool level.

The maintenance drawdown of the conservation pool and

Holland Pond in the winter of 1970-1971 met with local dis-

favor because of the unsightly exposed mud flats. The opera-

tion was justifiable as an attempt to control aquatic weeds

by freezing them rather than by using chemical methods.

Such weeds were, in fact, an adverse effect on the aesthe-

tics of the pool resulting in part from creation of the re-

servoir on rich agricultural land. Termed a partial success

by the East Brimfield Project Manager, the drawdown probably

limited weed growth somewhat during the following summer,

although they subsequently reappeared. The adverse public

reaction could probably have been avoided with a reasonable

public relation and education program, explaining the purpose

of the operation.
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e. Agricultural and Gazing Activities

The Project Manager at East Brimfield Dam has received

very few requests for the releasing of Government-owned lands

for agriculture. No grazing aninals are pastured on the

relatively small areas of reservoir land which would be suita-

ble for the purpose. Permission has been granted to a few

parties to ride and keep ponies on small parcels near sur-

rounding homes. In keepin, with a mnultiple use management

policy, pony riding and other selectilve uses could not only

be permitted, but actually ernc,t.!raged.

f. Beneficial Uses of Water

The American Optical Company, a f..anufacturing plant in

Southbridge, Massachusetts, has a lease to utilize water

released from East Brimfield Dan during low flow periods.

The firm is assured of a reliable supply within the terms

of the lease agreement and at the same time is afforded a

high degree of flood protection by botii East Brimfield and

Westville Dams. No domestic, iridustrial or agricultural

concerns make significant use of the water behind the dam,

other than normal use of this outflow.

..



B. CONSTRUCTION AND M.9TNTrEYNCE OF PROJECT FACILITIES

1. Recreational Facilities

The East Brimfield Reservoir area contains four major

public use developments: Holland Pond, the Conservation Pool,

Long Pond, and Lost Lake. Key characteristics of sites within

each uf the areas are listed in the following table. Overall

management of the recreational facilities is the responsibility

of the Massachusetts Department of Natural Resources under a

25-year renewable lease. The existing and proposed structures

and physical improvements offer a wide range of recreational

opportunities and services at the various sites throughout the

reservoir. Likewise the environmental considerations differ from

area to area and warrant discussion.

a. Area I - Holland Pond

Site No. 1

This site has been managed and operated as a State Park

since 1963 by the Massachusetts Department of Natural Resources.

Public utilization of the swimming, boating and picnicking facilities

has been substantial; estimated visitation in 1971 was almost 63,000

based on Corps of Engineers car counts. Commonly on summer weekends

and holidays the park has been closed to some visitors because of

capacity crowds and shortage of tables and fireplaces.
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RECREATTONAL FACILITIES AT EAST BRIMFIELD DAM AND RESERVOIR

AREA 1 - HOTlAND POND FACILITY UNIT

Site 1 - Day-Use Roads 1,100 l.f.
95 acres Parking 200 cars
1,200 ft. shore fronta4ge Beach 40,000 bq. ft.

Picnic Tables 100 units
Fireplaces 100 units
Comfort Station (flush) 2units
Change Shelter 1 unit
Drinking Water 1 system
Boat Ramp 1 unit

Site 2 - Day-Use Access Roads 2,000 l.f.
50 acres Parking 40 cars
2,700 ft. shore frontage Picnic Tables 6 units

Fireplaces 6 units
Boat Ramps 2 lanes
Boat landings 1 area

Site 3 - Camping Access Roads 1,400 l.f.
75 acres Parking 30 cars
1,000 ft. shore frontage 1'

AREA IT - CONSERVATION POOL

Site 4 - Streeter Rd. Day-Use Access Road 800 l.f.
15 acres Parking 80 cars
2,000 ft. shore frontage Beach 45,000 sq. ft.

Comfort Station 1 unit
Parking (cars & trailers) 20 spaces

Site 9 - Project Vista Parking (cars) 10 spaces
10 a~res Boat Ramp 2 units
2,000 ft. shore frontage Picnic Tables 12 units

Fireplaces 6 units
Comfort Station (pit) 1 unit

Site 6 - Streeter Rd. South Access Roads 1,200 1.f.
20 acres Parking 30 cars

2,500 ft. shore frontage

AREA HlT - LONG PORD

Site 7 - Boat Access East Parking (cars & trailers) 20 spaces
5 acres Boat Ramp 1 lane
1,200 ft. shore frontage Picnic Tables 4 units

Fireplaces 2 units
Comfort Station (pit) I unit

Site 8 - Champaux Road Access Road 400 l.f.
10 acres Parking 10 cars
4,000 ft. shore frontage

AREA TV- LOST LAKE
Site 0 - Group Outing & Camping Access Road 1,4OO 1.f.
50 acres Parking 25 cars
1,500 ft. shore frontage Boat Mooring 1 pier



At the time of construction of the present recreational

facilities, much of the forest understory was removed and treen

neIr--*t-ve1ly thinned to accommodate picnic tables and fireplaces.

The more open land has been seeded with perennial grasses for soil

stabilization and protectior. These procedures have helped to

favorably accommodate heavy seasonal day-use recreation in an

attractive environmental setting. Among the picnic areas, ample

shade and pedestrian traffic have combined to limit the understory

hardwood growth with a minimum of added maintenance.

The minimum amount of shrubby vegetation and the trimming of

lower branches from the larger trees has given the picnic area a rather

stark and uninteresting appearanc? and has limited utilization of the area

by nesting songbirds and other non-game wildlife species which thrive in

the forest understory vegetation.

Picnic tables, fireplaces, descriptive signs, the comfort station,

change shelter and roads are all repaired as the need arises. On several

occasions, the Corps of Engineers has brought in sand to improve the beach

area both above and below water level, where frequent flooding has occurred.
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At present, there is only one entrance road to the park.

The positioning of the parking lot at the end of the road, a few

hundred feet above the beach is such that it is reasonably near the

picnic areas, and at the same time, well screened by trees.

Fnrthermore, the area has not been cut up by an intersecting

pattern of roads. All automobiles are grouped in a single lot

rather than scattered throughout and are not allowed beyond the parking

area. The design of a single access route has thus enhanced the

recreational aspects of the site by freeing visitors from the constant

migration of cars past the picnic areas.

Site No. 2

The second site contains only an existing access road and

A picnic tables with fireplaces. The Corps of Engineers' Master Plan

for Reservoir Development has designated this site for future expansion

of recreational facilities to ease the pressure on Site No. 1. No

construction or maintenance other than general surveillance is now

required in the area.

3ite No. 3

This area has been designated as a camping area In the

later phases of reservoir development and no constructed facilities

requiring maintenance exist now.
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b. Area Il - Conservation Pool

Site No. 4

Streeter Road Day Use Area offers a public swimming beach

and comfort station. The Department of Natural Resources operates and

maintains the area and charges an entrance fee. The usual maintenance

associated with the recreational facilities produces no significant

eniror.ritntal impacts.

Site No. 5

Project Vista is a convenient rest stop for travelers on

Route ?O with a good view of East Brimfield Dam and the conservation pool.

!Ise of the small area and limited facilities constitutes no environmental

problems for maintenance other than noral wear and weathering of exposed

picnic tables and fireplaces.

Site No. 6

Streeter Road South is located on the south shore of the pool,

opposite the Streeter Road Day Use site. No formal recreation facilities

have been installed, although future development is planned.



c. Area ITI - Long Pond; and Area IV - Lost Lake

Besides a small parking lot, 4 picnic tables, 2 fireplaces

and I comfort station constructed at Site No. 7 on Long Pond, Sites

No. 7, 8 and 9 contain no other man-made facilities necessitating

special maintenance which might produce environmental effects.

Site No. 7 contains a natural boat ramp that is frequently

utilized because of ready access roads and natural parking areas,

but use of Champaux Road is restricted by reservoir operations.

site No. Q on Lost Lake is now being developed as a group camping

area to take advantage of the natural environment and ready access

to the lake. The plans indicate no significant alteration of the area

except construction of a comfort station, entrance road and small parking

facilities.

2. Sewage and Solid Waste Disposal

All the comfort stations at East Irimfield Lake have been wisely

constructed near or above spillway crest elevation of 653.0 feet m1.

Thev are never subiect to flooding by the reservoir and therefore do

not represent a hazard to reservoir water quality.

'4tvnero,,)s trash barrels at the ma. or picnic and other public use

areas encourage vislturs not to litter in the reservoir area. However,

the presence of receptacles and their conscientious utlization do not

necessarily ro hand in hand and peril1it- cleanup is required by corps of

I'nwineer and 1)" personnel. Nevertheless, the recreation areas are

.Suaij ('len:1a -nd no averse effe-ts 1'ro,, ise can I - liscerned.



3. Aquatic Plant Control

Excessive aquatic weed growth has become a severe problem in the

East Primfield conservation pool, adversely affecting swimming at the

Streeter Point beach and also boating in the entire lake. A combination

of factors has produced and aggravated the situation: 1) because the

pool is quite shallow, sunlight can penetrate to the bottom of most of

the impoundment; 2) much of the reservoir is underlain by fertile land

which was productive In agriculture prior to flooding, and thus the

bottom soils are rich in nutrients; 3) quiescent conditions in the pool

contribute to a suitable aquatic environment for weed growth; 4) the flow

of the Quinebaug River adds to the nutrients already in the lake; and 5)

because the pool area is so large it becomes an effective nutrient trap.

Several methods of weed control have been tried at the East Brimfield

project. During the summers of 1966 and 1967, the pool elevation was raised

two feet, (to elevation 634.0 feet msl) for the purpose of providing more

suitable depth for swimming at the Streeter Point beach and also to submerge

aquatic weeds for improved boating. It was hoped that a reduction of sunlight

intensity cauised by the increased depth would have an inhibitory effect on

weed growth. From December 1WO, through February 1971, the pool was lowered

to stage 6.', feet (625.5 feet m.s.l.) exposing about 140 acres of shoreline

with the hope of freezing the weeds. The East Brimfield Project Manager

termed the oneration a partial success. The method is at best a temporary

solution whic- cannot be relied upon for long-term relief from the problem

of excessive aquatic weeds.



The primary nuisance weed hat been the water milfoil

(Myriophyllum heterophyllum). This bottom-attached weed is

very difficult to control mechanically because the stems am

weak and break easily, leaving the root system intact in the

bottom sedimentr. Members of the genus Mriophyilum are

often sold in aquarium supply shops because of their general

beauty. The most recent attempt to prerent prowth of water

milfoil was in October 1972. The conservation pool was treated

with a commercial preparation called "Yuron" manufactured by Dow

Chemical Comany. The main ingredient in "Kuron" is zilvex, a

herbicide which has been used for woodv tree control as well as

for destroying submerged and e-Pergent aq-Latic weeds. The pool was

treated to an average depth of r.4 feet in two stages a week apart.

The quantity of Kuron used was 782 gallons, resultirng in a final

concentration of about 0.05 mg./lb. of Silvex in the reservoir.

Careful chemical analysis and monitoring before, during and arter

treatment were conducted to avoid unnecessary environmental impacts.

Both the 7orps of Engineers and the State Division of risheries and Ca

took water samples. The results appear to be ac'ceptable; but positive

evaluation will only occur in the summer of 1973, when conditions are again

optimal for weed growth.



There were no reported fish kills associated with the chemical

treatment but more subtle environmental drawbacks may exist. First

of all, "Kuron" is not recommended for use when the water temperature

is below 500F. While it is not certain whether this condition was met,

since October ]972 temperatures only went below )00F. in the latter part

of the month, the result would 'e to limit the effectiveness of the treatment,

but also might limit the adverse effects on fish. Iqecondly, however, Silvex

is non-selective and slow-acting. Therefore, aquatic plants other than the

object milfoil were probably affected adversely. 1hirdly, it is doubtful

that the weed problem will be much less 4n a year or two than it was prior

to treatment. "Chemical treatments offer, at most, temporary relief from

the problem of overabundance of aquatic vegetation. Even when the best

possible results are obtained, the treatmert rust be repeated on an annual

basis". Finally, little is known about the breakdown and long-term effects

of sublethal concentrations of Silvex or other aquatic herbicides on fish and

plants. If annual treatment were instituted, then the adverse effects would

be magnified, but it is unlikel r that a single treatment would inflict lastir

damage.

h. Weed and Brush Control

Most of the secoriary roads acquired on fee lands at the time of project

construction have been released to the resnective towns for maintenance. The

tc.(wn have renponsiblity for control of roadside vegetation along these roads.

Tn addition, the Project Manager does not allow vise of salt on the roads whlc-h

might adverselr affect the vegetation during runoff, an well as the water
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quality of the reservoir. As pointed out in Section TIT. B. 1. a. above,

public use has been sufficient to prevent the regeneration of brush and

understory vegetation in those recreation areas where such growth would be

troublesome. The forest canopy and undergrowth bordering access roads to

recreational sites have been preserved.

The reservoir roads form relatively narrow, pleasantly natural

corridors rather than wide swaths through the woods. Whatever brush

trimming is required is done manually or mechanically and no chemicals

are employed.

In the planting and landscaping activities at the project no chemical

fertilizer is used which might cause adverse environmental effects. It is

probable, however, that the borrow area below E~st Brimfield Dam could

benefit aesthetically with judicious use of fertilizer, because the red

pines planted for reforestation are faring poorly.

C. MNAGEMENT OF PROJECT IANDS

1. Rules and Regulations

Because the recreation programs at East Brimfield are administered by

the Massachusetts Department of Natural Resources, current rules and

regulations of the Division of Forests and Parks governing use of State

Parks and facilities also apply to the reservoir lands and waters.

Hunting and fishing are allowed in accordance with Massachusetts State

laws enforced by the Division of Fisheries and rame through local

conservation officerr.
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The rules basically prohibit any activities which endanger the

safety of recreational users or result in damage to buildings, picnic

facilities, signs or other reservoir property. Fires are permitted on

Government land only in those areas where fireplaces are provided for

picnickers. The State Park standards are not overly restrictive but

they do set forth common-sense guidelines the observance of which

helps to protect the environment for the benefit of everyone.

2. Fish and Wildlife Management

Although the East ?rimfield project is not under intensiv

management by the Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Game,

the agency is concentrating some management effort on the

conservation pool. Tn March, 1Q67, twenty-eight adult northern

pike were released into the impoundment. The fish were live-

trapped at the northern end of Lake Champlain by the Vermont

Fish and (ame Department. The Massachusetts Division was not

able to determine whether any natural reproduction of the

species occurred with such a small scale introduction. Although

no positive results were experienced, recent State surveys have

reinforced the belief that the lake presents good northern pike

habitat and the experiment has been continued.

The latest attempt at northern pike stocking in East

nrimfield Lake was scheduled to occur prior to April 15, 1q73,

after the Di-Asion of Fisheries and came arranged to purchase

3,000 pounds of the fish from a commercial dealer in Minnesota.
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If the northern pike are successful in the reservoir, a

number of changes could take place. The pike is a voracious

species and preys almost exclusively on smaller fish, therefore

overabundant species may be controlled to some extent. The

pike an an excellent game fish which has not typically fared

well after artificial introduction in Massachusetts waters.

(The experiment has been tried in Rhode Island where results

were somewhat better.) It is certain that fishermen will

seek the species and angling pressure on the reservoir ought

to increase substantially. If the pike do reproduce naturally

in the reservoir, moderately heavy fishing will probably be a

necessity to stabilize the populations. Thus, increased and

improved fishing would benefit the aquatic environment as

well by maintaining a desirable equilibrium of fish populations

in the reservoir.

The State stocks some pheasants in the extensive swamp

and brush land along Mill Brook. However, survival of birds

not taken during the hunting season is poor since agricultural

land is limited. Although the stocking program does provide

some hunting, it is likely that unmanaged game species, such

as cottontail rabbits and ruffed grouse, make up most of the

hunters' take from the reservoir. Nevertheless, the public

availability of the project lands for hunting, whether or not

managed intensively for game, represents a most important

environmental resource for sportsmen in the surrounding areas.
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3. Recreational Use and Management

Management of recreation facilities is primarily the

responsibility of the Massachusetts Department of Natural

resources, under a 25 year renewable lease. State personnel

are on duty full time during the sunmr season, from May Ist

to September 15th, at the Holland Pond and Streeter Point

Day-Use areas. Heaviest recreational use of the East Brim-

field project is concentrated in these two sites. Year-

round surveillance is provided by the Wells State Park Staff,

who police the area periodically.

At Holland Pond, the Quinebaug River forms an effective

natural boundary for recreational activities. The river boundary

and the single entrance gate for visitor control alleviate management

and supervision problems at the picnic area. The Streeter Point site

is accessible only from U. S. Route 20, and recreational management is

therefore simplified.

The remainder of the reservoir is divided by numerous streams,

water bodies, and wetlands, upon which fishing and some waterfowl

hunting is conducted. Environmentally, these natural divisions are

highly beneficial, because visitors are constrained from roaming too

freely throughout those project area v hlc' rc ' Yitc .n

state and not formally managed.
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4. Forestry Management

The Corps of Engineers has planted several thousand red

and white pine seedlings in the former borrow area downstream

from the dam. In addition, the project personnel cultivated

and grassed in the slopes adjacent to the dam, for aesthetic

purposes, and also planted ornamental trees and shrubs.

Characteristic of the Corps forestry practices was the attempt

to thin out and trim a thick grove of poplar trees on the shore

of the conservation pool near the dam. The objective here was to

facilitate pedestrian access to the reservoir's shore for nature

walks and hiking. Unfortunately, poplars are a stubbornly

resilient pioneer species and grew back quickly. It was decided

to let the area return to its natural condition.

In the reservoir proper, neither cutting nor planting has been

undertaken except to clear or improve areas for recreational use.

The scenic value of existing timber resources justifies leaving most

of the trees undisturbed.

5. Pollution Control

The Massachusetts Department of Public Health's State Sanitary Code

(Article VII, "Minimum Standards for Bathing Beaches") requires that

water samples be taken and analyzed at least twice monthly during the

bathing season at all accredited bathing beaches. It also recommends

that samples be taken prior to opening of the bathing season and weekly

therelfter. A coliform count of more than 1,000 per 100 ml is a guide

for additional investigation. The Holland Pond and Streeter Point
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swimming areas are carefully monitored accurdiia to state regulations

in order to assure the health and safety of bathers. 'hey have been

found to conform to a.l standards.

Sanitary facilities at East Brimfield Lake are above reservoir

flood stages to pro'tect the water quality. Facilities are adequate

to treat and dispose of domestic wastes and conform to Article XI

of the State Sanitary Code, "Minimum Requirements for the Disposal

of Sanitary Sewage in Unsewered Areas." The Division of Water P6llution

Control has also identified no significant point sources of domestic or

industrial wastes on the quinebaug River upstream of East ?rimfield Dam

which might necessitate pollution control measures at the project.

IV. ADVERSE ENVTf'ONMETAl EFFECTS WHICH CANNOT AE AVOIDED AS A RESULT

OF THE OPERATION AND MIrNTEWACE PROGRAM

A. FISH AND WILDI=LTE - DOWNSTREAM CHANGES

East Brimfield Dam inescapably modified the patterns of spring

freshet flows in the Quinebaug River. These changes in turn affect the

Droductivity of the downstream fishery by reducing the extent of shallow

spawning areas for warm water fish, and by limiting, food production in

the stream's flood plain. Restraining the river from overflowing its

banks results in a decline in the )umber of pools which normally fill

by flooding and drain slow)y afterwards. These pools are an important

breeding ground for insects which m1ake up a portion of the diet for trout,

other fish and for birds. Modification of these areas adversely affects

the entire food chain of wildlife snecies. Whether this Is unavoidable

d~peYJs on the extent of natural flnnilng.



B. WATER QlA I,TY-DOWNSTREAM REfFASES

Operation of East Brimfield Dam has insignificant effects on

downstream water quality. The available data, of both the

Massachusetts Division of Water Pollution Control (DNWPC) and

the Corps of Engineers Water Quality Laboratory, suggest that

the Quinebaug River below the Dam is of a "B" standard in quality.

Because the DWPC quality surveys were conducted in the critical

low-flow months of the summer, discharge during other times of the

year frequently is of a higher quality. (See Section III A. 1. d.

above for further aiscussion.) The surveys identify no water quality

parameters for which operation of East Brimfield Dam is the cause of

serious degradation. The Quinebaug River also connects a series of

larger water bodies, including Mashapaug Pond, Hamilton Reservoir,

Holland Pond and Lobt Lake, before the river reaches the conservation

pool at East Brimfield Dam. Therefore, summer water temperatures

range in the 70's and even sometimes the 8O's (OF) and no further

increases are usually excperienced at the outflow of East Brimfield

Reservoir.

C. FTSY, SPAWNING - WATER LEVEL FLUCTUATIONS AND DRAWDOWN

Some unavoidable impacts occur in relation to conditions

for fish spawning as a result of East Brimfield flood control

operations. Chain pickerel, yellow perch and northern pike

spawn in early spring and their eggs take 2 or 3 weeks to

hatch. The generallv unstable water levels caused by dam

and reservoir operations at this time of year are detrimenta]
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to natural reproduction of largemouth bass and brown bullhead and

cannot be avoided when flooding occurs in late May or early

Tune and these species are spawning.

D. WTLDLITE 4A.B1TAT - PFTODTC INUNDATTON

Authorized flood control operation of East Brmfield Dam

necessitates neriodic inundation of several hundred acres of land

normally occupied by numerous species of mammals and birds.

Moreover, flooding limits the range and mobility of resident

wildlife in all parts of the reservoir.

While operation of the smaller Westville Reservoir is

closely coordinated with East Irimfield, its pool stage rises

more rapidly, and its net storage capacity is less. Thus,

although the East rrimfield Reservoir rises slowly in relation

to its surface area, its storage capacity must be utilized

when flood stages so necessitate. There is little possibility

of less conservative operation to decrease flooding of the

reservoir land without adversely affecting the degree of

downstream protection offered by the entire system.
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F. VE''rTTTV, 0WFR AND TT."FI - TF0OVTC TNITNDATTnN

The adverse impacts of extended flooding and the cumulative

effects of short-term inundation on herbaceous and woody plants

are foreseen consequences of operating any reservoir for flood

control. Because the maximum clearing elevation was set at

632.0 feet msi, the normal conservation pool level, trees

bordering the pool above this level are regularly flooded,

as is a considerable acreage of brushy swamps and streamside

vegetation. Tt is thus inevitanle that some trees and plants

within the contours where flooding is frequent will become

graduallv weakened or my die. Hfowever, tree mortality has

not yet. been widespread enough to impair the aesthetic character

of the shore.

V. ATTENTIVES TO TE nWPEUATION, MATEANCE

AND ANGECE;W FBOXRAM

A. DTSCONTNIIANCE OF AUTHOBITZED FLOOD CONTROL OPERATTON

Tf East Brimfield Dam ceased operation, the Westville

Peservoir's present storage of 11,000 acre-feet, or 6.3

inches of runoff from the net drainage area, would be reduced

to the eq ivalent ()f' lust over 21 inches of runoff from the

total upstream ,ranare. Clearly the elimination of East

Irlmfield Ieservoir would overtax Westville reservoir and

severely Jieopardize the safetr of developed areas in South-

bridge and other dowyi.jtream communities, subject to flood
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hazards. This alternative is not feasible either economically

nor environmentally and would not be unless all existing and

future developments in flood-prone areas were removed or

prevented.

R. TAND 1AMCEENT ALT FRNATTVFS

1. Discontinuance of land Management Activities

In light of ever-increasing recreation dema~nds and a

limited supply of public land, adequate mnagement is perhaps

the most valuable means to prevent environmental degradation

of Fast nrimI'ield Lake without curtailing public use or

access. The responsibility and authority of the Dlivision of

Forests and Parks are instrumental in assuring public safety

at the Holland Pond and Streeter Point areas. Discontinuance

of the present rules, regulations and overall supervision

could lead to accelerated ecological and aesthetic danmage

caused by greater carelessness and negligence on the part of

visitors to the project.
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2. Single Purpose Marodement of TArvis

At present, the Division of vorests and Parks ma er narts

of the Fast rkrimfield oroject for day-use re'reation. Active

management for other uses is limited to pheasant stwn!'ri

for hunters, trout stocking arti, if srco-essfi.l, n(,rth~rn Nike

stockinp for fishermen. The social arw pnviro h benefils

of these multiple uses vastlv outweJ,h anv benei';ts tha ' ot,:Li

he achie,.,ed in simplicity cf manaogement ,r in e -nom. TnIee,

economtallv, there are sivnlfi -an* os's invl..I' Ir n --

rectinr the damaves done by narrow-slihted manawement , , iless

a nroject cannot conceivably be ,j ilized for more than one

purpose. Management for a single ase, su(,'h as flood control,

to the exclusion of others would tnavoiaitflv result in

iievrarition to thcse aspects of the environment wvl -h are

not consciouslY rnaged, but which a e afO'%e- j !,,.

Tt is possible +hat single purpose mnnaiement could he success-

ful if all adverse environmental effects were taker, into con-

sideration and mitigated. IVcwe"r, mitivation of losses

usxuallv entails some specific manapement practices t- protect

fish and wildlife. And loss of recreation areas, while not

subject to precise qiantification, would inflict untold costs

at a time when such areas are in c-reat demand.
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3. Multiple Use Management

-he PAst Priimfield project Is well managed for the two

mioer purposes of flood control and recreation. However,

broader multiple use mamgement may be a beneficial alterna-

tive worthy of consideration. The Pureau of !!port Fisheries

and Wildlife Included several recommendations for reducing

losses to wildlife in its pre-construction report for the project.

The Sureau saw excellent opportunities for waterfowl management if

pre-existing swampy areas were flooded to a shallow depth by either

raising the elevation of the pernanent pool or constructing dikes and

low dams so that the water levels could be controlled. None of the

recommendatlons were implemented. A potential still exists,

therefore, for the creation of valuable waterfowl and duck

nesting and breeding areas if the Massachusetts Division of

Fisheries and -,ame or another agency wishes to unoertake

such a program. Open marshes of the type which could be

formed at several locations within the protect area are the

highest-valued wetlands from a wildlife point of view. They

also provide food and habitat for a variety of mammials and birds

other than ducks.
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Waterfowl management at East Brimfield could, with careful

planning, be aesthetically oriented for greater general bene-

fit by the public. If a shallow impoundment were created, a

large number of ducks should be expected to nest in the area.

Limited public access could then be provided for viewing

the waterfowl at a distance without unnatural disturbance.

The Division of Fisheries and Came has largely concen-

.mted its management, in other parts of Massachusetts, on

the creation of pheasant cover and food sources to sustain

a stocking program. These stocked pheasant are usually short-

term residents, but the feed blocks also benefit other birds

and wildlife. A moderate effort on the part of the Division

of Fisheries and Came to improve habitats for non-game as

well as other game species could realize increased aesthetic

and hunting values at the East ?rimfield project. Such en-

hanced resources would be beneficial to the environment for

wildlife and for the purposes of recreation, the major re-

sponsibility and goal of the DNR's present lease of pro.ject

lands.
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No forest management is practiced within the reservoir,

other than in relation to recreational development and for

landscaping near the dam. In conjunction with wildlife

management, selective thinning and clearing of wooded sections

could have desirable environmental effects. Among these would

be the stimulation of herbaceous growth close to the ground with

noticeable benefits to habitat and food sources for animals and birds,

as well as the improved health and accelerated growth of remaining

stands of hard and softwoods. With environmental considerations

foremost, scattered forest cutting is an excellent management tool.

Economic justification for thinning is difficult unless the ultimate *
goal is commercial timber harvesting. The environmental benefits,

however, would also be worthwhile. Moreover, any trees cut at

Fast Brimfield would not be wasted, as there is ready use made of

pole-sized trees and some lumber at game farms, hatcheries,

wildlife management areas and parks across the State.

The existing and proposed picnic areas at Fast Brimfield Lake

can themselves be managed more effectively for environmental and

aesthetic values, particularly with regard to non-game wildlife

species. Planting shade-tolerant shrubs and bushes in clumps

throughout the picnicking sites would break up the repetitive

v'isual aspect of stripped tree trunks and picnic tables. Such

planting would also afford visitors more privacy, while providing

them the enjoyment of small animals and birds. This varied habitat



is more conducive to utilization, especially by sorgbirds for

nesting and feeding. Management for these non-game species has

been neglected and now deserves appropriate consideration as part

of an overall environmental management program at the project.

East Brimfield Lake presents an area favrombly suited to

several types of management for a number of environmental and

non-conflicting recreational values. T he alternatives for

Increasing forest, wildlife and waterfowl productivity are

interrelated to the degree that emphasis cannot be placed on

one alone. The Division of Fisheries and rame has a wealth of

experience from management of other wildlife areas and recognizes

the need for ecological assessment of any man-induced changes of

the environment. The addition of new programs in the pro ject area

would more fully realize the s6cial and environmental potential of

the project without detracting from the important recreational use

and flood control purposes which the area presently supports.

C. cITEM LAND MANAGEvENT ALTEPNTTVES

The Corps of Engineers flood control protects in New England

have been designed and built for the basic purpose of protecting

the property and people living in the flood plain at the time of

construction. However, such projects are not intended to prevent

floodin, of the entire flood plain under any situation, but only

some frequency of flooding whose prevention can be justified

economically. Development on flood prone areas has, in too many cases,
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exceeded the capacity for protection conceived initially and has also

reduced the river's natural flood storage. Thus, without farsighted

planning on the part of downstream communities, an indirect adverse

impact of flood control projects has often been the continued

development of the flood plain. Euch misguided construction, as

in the case of a shopping center downstream of East Brimfield Dam,

can sometimes jeopardize the efficiency of the dam's operation by

placing constraints on the safe channel capacity of the river and

necessitating further protection. There are a number of alternatives

now advocated by the Corps for avoiding the flood damage/flood

protection spiral. Most important for the Quinebaug .iver would

be the elimination of encroachment on the flood plain by zoning or

other restrictions. Alternatively, these areas might be acquired for

the preservation of undeveloped river stretches as natural parts of the

riverine ecosystem. The effectiveness of the flood protection now

afforded by East rrimfield Dam can be continued only by coordinated

Federal, State and local programs which stop the pre-emption of the

flood plain for economic expansion. While the Corps of Engineers

does not have the authority to impose regulations on flood plain and

wetland use, it ioes encourage the enactment of such restrictions by

the affec+ - ' "oamunities, and tries to impress upon them the limits of the

flood protect. nrovided, the enhanced hydraulic efficiency of an

undeveloped river plain, as well as the benefits to be derived from

preserved wetlands for recreation, fish and wildlife and aesthetics.
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D. CONSTRUCTION AND MJNNTEUNCE ALTERNATIVES

1. Maintenance of Recreation Areas

The Corps of Engineers Master Plan for Reservoir Development,

February 1968, for East Brimfield Reservoir has outlined future

recreation possibilities for the Holland Pond, Conservation Pool,

Long Pond and Lost take areas. The plan has attempted to be

responsive to both the public denmnd for recreational opportunities

and the need for preserving open space In lower density, less formal

recreational areas.

At Holland Pond, for example, further development of the already

heavily-used picnic and swimming site is limited to changing the access

road, enlarging the beach, adding picnic tables and fireplaces and

building another comfort station and parking lot. The facilities will

relieve overcrowded conditions without committing an appreciably larger

area to unnatural modification.

Across the pond the area north of Bridge Road and east of the

Quinebaug River has been proposed for tent camping use. Foreseeable

development includes only a comfort station, small beach and access roads.

Tt is most difficult to recover the natural environmental character of any

area which has been cleared of understory vegetation and trees and used

intensivel for picnicking or trailer camping. A wisely conservative

policy has therefore been offered to avoid over-development of this sei.e.
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The Corps of Engineers has hoped to maintain Lost Lake in its

natural setting except for constructing a small 30-car parking lot,

comfort station and shelter. The presently unimproved area is even

now a popular overnight and day-use area for youth groups from the

Springfield Girls' and Aoys' Camps.

Alternatives to proposed construction would involve either the

exteme of doing nothing or determining the most feasible degree of

development in light of beneficial and adverse impacts on the

environment and recreation. The Corps' recreation plans have

retained flexibility witb respect to both the amount and the timing

of construction at the East Primfield project. It is desirable,

however, that planned improvements at the Holland Pond and Streeter

Road Day-TJse Sites retain priority and that future building i natura

areas be held to the minimum.

2. Aquatic Weed Control

The artificial conservation pool created by East 1rimfield Dam

was doomed to early eutrophication from its conception. The enriched

bottomland which was flooded, the diffuse sources of nutrients from

upstream agricultural runoff, and the shallowness of the lake have

created a weed problem for which no effective long-term remedy exists.

Mechanical cutting of aquatic weeds, biological and chemical control

have all been used to combat the nuisance.
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The chemical treatment as applied to practically the whole of

East Brimfield project in 1972 has serious drawbacks ecologically.

The weeds that are killed and the resulting nutrients in this plant

matter sink to the bottom of the reservoir, where decomposition occurs

with subsequent recycling of substances ideal for growth. Just as recent

research and public concern has raised serious questions about the

efficacy and safety of various agricultural pesticides, the nature

of the environmental impacts of chemically treating aquatic weeds is

not well understood.

As an alternative for controlling future weed problems which are sure

to arise, it might be desirable to seriously consider treating only

those areas of the conservation pool where aquatic vegetation poses the

greatest nuisance, specifically at the boat launching ramps and swimming

areas. Mechanical harvesting of weeds has proved to be a reasonable

although usually more expensive, substitute for chemical control over

small water areas. In the case of some water supply reservoirs where

weeds have become abundant, this is the only alternative. If the weeds

can be tolerated by recreation activities and users in a larger portion

of the East Brimfield pool, and since prime growth is in the fewer

shallow areas, mechanical removal my be worthy of investigation.

This would also permit removal of the plant matter from the water rather

than allowing it to decompose in situ.
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F. .FASOMAL WATER LEVEL N9LNACEMENT

During design of East Brimfield Dam and Reservoir, the

Corps of Engineers deliberated on the inclusion of a con-

servation pool at elevation 636.0 feet msl to afford less

vertical fluctuation of the water level during release of

low-flow augmentation storage for American Optical Company.

The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife also recommended

a pool at this elevation as one way to achieve important

waterfowl benefits through creation of extensive marshlands

and shoal areas.

If the American Optical Company uses all of its presently

allotted storage, the conservation pool drops 4 feet (eleva-

tion 632 to 628 feet msl) from the end of June until Labor

Day and could remain at the lower level through December 31.

One hundred (100) acres normally submerged is then exposed. If,

however, the allotted storage of 1,190 acre-feet were pro-

vided at elevation 636 feet msl, the maximum pool drawdown

would be approximately 1.7 feet in the same time period,

but with exposure of 260 acres. Tt was decided however, that

the loss of 2,200 acre-feet of potential storage, or about

7.5 percent of capacity above elevation 632.6 feet msl,

would negate the benefits to fish and waterfowl from a permanent

pool at (6.0 feet.



From April "966 through mid-October 1967 the conservation

pool was held experimentally at elevation 634, two feet above

the normal pool surface. After inspection by New England

Division Corps' personnel, state representatives and repre-

sentatives of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service throughout

the summer of 1966, it was decided that the pool should be

maintained at a maximum elevation of 634 feet. This pool had

a surface area of 470 acres, provided more suitable depths

for swimming at the Streeter Road beach area, improved water"

fowl habitat and allowed for less fluctuation of the water

surface. Despite these benefits, the higher pool was not

continued beyond the fall of lN67.

The alternative found to be valid In 19W6 might again

be considered since the benefits then enumerated remain ap-

plicable. The East rimfield project area has been steadily

increasin, in number of visitors and overall recreation usage.

The advantages of a higher, larger pool for swimming and

boating have consequently increased in value, as would the

benefits for fisheries and waterfowl, and the public's en-

joyment of these resources. Moreover, this recommendation

may be evaluated in view of the renewed northern pike

stocking efforts by the Massachusetts Division of Fisheries

and rame. The larger surface, greater depth and the more

extensive shallow areas at the periphery might well have a

beneficial influence on the success of pike in the reservoir.



Tn the same context, another alternative could be evalua-

ted in terms of the effects on fishing quality and the

northern pike stocking program. One important problem in

warm water environments is the overcrowding of prey species

(usually bluegills, pumpkinseeds, yellow perch and possibly

shiners) due to a lack of predation. This may result in

"stunted" populations, where fish 3 and 4 years old grow

only an inch a year. One management approach used with varying

degrees of success elsewhere is a winter drawdown of the water

level. This crowds the predator (pickerel, largemouth bass

and northern pike at East Brimfield) and prey into a smaller

area where the predators take advantage of the increase in

food abundance. When the technique has been successful, in-

creased growth rates of both the predator and prey species

(because of lessened competition) had been experienced.

'"he Corps of Engineers and the Division of Fisheries and Came

could cooperate in the seasonal drawdown on an experimental

basis and determine also the desirability of a winter draw-

down in conjunction with the higher summer pool discussed

above.
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VT. THE REIATTONSHrP ITWEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF MAN'S

ENVIROM1EqT AND THE MKINTE AND EN1HANCEMNT OF LONG-TERM

PRODUCTIVITY

A. TI4TRODUCTION

Most flood control projects have been developed in response to

an immediately perceived need, that of protecting valuable land

uses from harmful flooding. Usually the response has occurred

after some critically damaging flood, which made the need appear

more urgent at the time. In these cases, hindsight tells us

exactly where flood control is necessary and to what extent.

What it does not tell us is that our vision may be obscured by

that immediate need such that we only see the disastrous results

of our problem but fail to see the potential effects of its

solution. With respect to some of the projects that attempt

to control nature, experience has shown us that such artificial

manipulation, without sufficient long-term planning, can have

serious adverse effects. Not only are future options foreclosed

on use of the land, but alteration of the ecosystem may become

so final and lasting that unforeseen influences result in

secondary even more widespread impacts. Or, for example, flood

control benefits derived initially may, in the future, no longer

be necessary when such methods as strict land use regulation are

instituted, the consequence being a tragic waste of resources.
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The immediate benefits are flood prevention, and the effects

are excellent on long-term economic development, as well as for

maintenance of present levels of productivity. However, both

positive and negative impacts must be weighed in not only

quantitative, but also qualitative terms, so that our decisions

will be justifiable in generations to come.

B. SOC TO-ECONOMIC EFFECTS

1. Flood Control Benefits

Communities along the entire length of the Quinebaupr, River

experienced severe dano4ges in the major flood of August, 2055,

At that time, the Mansfield Hollow Dam on the Natchaug *iver at

Mansfield Hollow, Connecticut wns the only Corps of Fn ineers

flood control project in operation. Within ten vears of the

flood, the other six projects in the Thames Fiver basin

comprehensive flood control system were constrcted and operating.

Today the quinebaug River vallev supports a mixture of

industrial and commercial enterprises with numerous fActoripq,

residences and other structures situated in the flood plain

adacent +n the river. Some development has rontinued in the

river lowlands - an unfortunate situation for a number of

reasons. Fast irimfield Dam and others on tributaries of

the Thames River were designed to protect development already

located In the flood plain. Culle curves for the regulation of

Sast Arimfie]d, Westville and West 'hompson Dams are provisional



due to the lack of observed and experienced flood data. Therefore,

there Is no ready guarantee that flood protection exists for certain

areas along the river. Third, the inducement that flood control offers

for development in the flood plain is not usually counterbalanced by

regulations which govern use of this land, according to the river's

hydraulic efficiency and ecological considerations, as well as the

area's economic goals. Methods of long-term environmental planning

are being developed to deal with the above problems, but in many cases

clear channels for implementation and enforcement have vet to be defined.

As a consequence, the sensitive and valuable flood plain ecosystem mav

incur lamages which cannot be reversed or which become magnified in the

long run, and which cannot be Justified by the limmdiate or even short-

term economic gains.

2. Recreational Benefits

East Brimfield Lake has met some of the great demand for water-

related recreation and open space In south-central Massachusetts.

The Holland Pond and Streeter Road sites provide organized facilities

for swimming and picnicking, while mucb of the remainder of the project

area is left in its natural state to be used for fishing, waterfowl

h'inting or nature study.
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All of New Pnlfnd has rapidly become a center for both

winter and suer re(-reation prsilts, as sugWgested by the

substantial increase in leisur 're (Ievelopment. Tn the rural

Fast .rimn'ield area, t)h proyi-vity of the prolie-t to (ld

Sturbridge Village, a unique historical site, has made the

reserolr's formal recreation facilities even more popular and

accessible. The i'ity of Sprirwfield oys' and Girls' Clubs have

long utl tzed the project's resources for overnight campinK

and boatlnw. Their continued enjovmeTr:t of the area is but one

of the project's contributions t( the healthful development of

'outh from a depressed urban area. ks goierrxent-owned, public

lAnd, *.he dam and reservoir site also preserves natural forested

areas, ari extensive wetlands for both the enhanced enjoyment

of te &7eneral public and the protection of fish and wildlife

habitat, oarticularlv for migrating waterfowl. The waterfowl

habitat could also be expanded and improved in the niture to

nrovide a better. pernanent environment for nesting.

Nevertheless, today, recreation demands fall into two extreme

categories: that for additional formal development, such as trailer

sites and picnir areas, and the other for natimrl open space with a

minimum of artificial chanpes. Therefore, in planninf, for the lonp-

term prodoctivity and enjovment of the reservoir environment, both the

'jse limit of an area rmst be considered and the desire to protect an

adequate -eserve of untouched land for future generations and fiture

opt tons.



ITOCTxCAL COCWTmTIES ANT' ECSYTM3

1. Changes in Tand TUee

Despite the hazard of flooding, the lowlands of the Quinebaug

River have in the past been most valuable sites for development.

Even prior to the 1955 flood, the riverway had to a degree been

sacrificed in favor of economic efficiency, but the East "rimfield

and other dams in the comprehensive flood control network have

provided the reassurance and possibly the ,justification for further

encroachment on the flood plain. The effects on biological

communities cannot, in the long term, be evaluated simply as

losses of vegetation and habitat suitable for fish and wildlife.

the precedent for economic use of the flood plain is not easily

clanged, especially in view of the capital investments for flood

control.

Inundation of the flood plain is both natural and extremely

valuable from an ecological perspective. When buildings pre-

empt the riverway, however, the destruction of the flood plain

results in direct, permanent loss of fish and wildlife, less

diversity of species, and less diversity of land uses. It is

essentiall, impossible to reclaim that flood plain or the

environment andwildlife that have disappeared. It is evident,
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therefore, that long range er',ironmental protection cannot

always be achieved by structural ,, aures, such as flood

control reservoirs, if their presence creates problems for

another part of man's environnent. Specific structural

measares must be supplemented by oomprehensive land use

planning with delineation, zoning, regulation and/or

acquisition of flood plain areas.

2. Modification of Stream Flows

The artificial manipulation of' fiows may have only short-

term effects on the aquatic hiota In a particular stream or

tributary, such as the upper Quinebaug River. The ecosystem

is sensitive to change, howe,/r, and piants and animals may adapt

to environmental modifications i' wavs which are in fact undesirable.

The spawnin~g of warm and cofl water fish can be upset by drastic

changes in streamflow and populatiors rwy become unbalanced as a

result. While East Brimfield Dam does net itself alter flows

substantially, mainly because of the reservoir's large size, it

will contribute to the strearno'io changes caused by a comprehensive

network of flood control stvacturxe. In addition, when downstream

flood plain inundation is reduced, alteration of food chain

relations 'ips occurs, causinp ,ttill. other long-term adverse

biotic responses.
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VII. ANY TRREVERSILE AND TRRETIEVAPIE COWMITMENTS OF RES(URCES

WHICH ARE INVOLVED IN THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

A. LOSS OF NATURAL RESOURCES DUE TO PERIODIC FLOODING

The operation of East Brimfield Dam requires flooding of varying areas

of the reservoir whenever runoff is sufficient or potentially great

enough to endanger lives and property in the downstream flood hazard

zones. This procedure has committed 4O0 acres of swamp, brush and

forest land to inundation about once a year. Some losses of trees,

shrubs and other vegetation will therefore be experienced around the

perimeter of the conservation pool, and at higher elevations in the

ovent of a very large flood.

Ioth game and non-game species of wildlife suffer the effects of floodirg

within the reservoir. Besides the temporary loss of habitat as flood waters

are impounded, some drowning of animals and their young has and will occur.

Without the mitipating einfluence of wildlife management practies, some of

the lowest vegetation may he altered by flooding and become less favorable

for upland game wildlife with a consequent decrease in populations or

displacement to other areas better suited for survival and reproduction.

f. (ONS9FTT'CTON OR REMOVAL OF RESOURCES BY (TVFES TDER
FASEErr OR LICENSE PRO(TAM

Public access to the west shore of Long Pond has been hampered by private

construction activities and general encroachment on flowage easement lands

by landowners adjacent to the reservoir. This problem mav be due to the
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Corps' failure to purchase land ouitslde of the five year flood

frequency line, and now, adjacent landowners want to take

advantage of their access to the river and reservoir.

Their immediate proximity to Tong Pond, and also areas of

Lost Take, has encouraged the feeling that encroachment is

inconsequential. However, such a situation limits the expansion

possibilities of recreation areas and discourages visitors from

using those lands that are public. Whether intentional or not,

obstruction of public use represents a significant loss of

recreational opportunities.

VTTT. COORDINATTON WT (M{En AGENCIES

Coordination with various Federal, State and Local interests

resulted in valuable imput to this assessment. Roth meetings and

correspondence proved to be very helpful. Following is a list of the

several interests with whom coordination took place:

Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife

Soil Conservation Service

New Fngland River Basins Commission

Massachusetts Division of Forests and Parks

Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Game

Massachusetts Audubon Society
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